
Shoebox /Task box
Hi All,
Below you will find ideas on Shoebox/Task boxes. 

What are Shoebox/Tasks boxes ?

Simply put, a task box is a container – or box – that contains all of the materials needed to teach a individual a certain task or skil l. Since the autistic individual tend to be visual learners who 
thrive on routine and order, task boxes offer an effective strategy to teach and build upon important life skills. By providi ng a schedule of tasks for each activity, and listing them in the order 
that they need to be completed, task boxes for autism provide a structured way for the autistic individual to learn independe ntly. Tasks boxes can be as simple or complex as needed , 
making them an excellent learning tool for all stages of development.

Due to the current environment I’ve made this presentation for two different staff members.

1. TEACCH Trained staff here are some ideas for you

2. If you’re not TEACCH Trained use them as staff user/service user interaction task .This means working with the individual, share the task together, show them how to do the task. But if 
the individual learns the task, next time you show them the task see if they can do it independently. 

Hint- When showing the individual how to do the task don’t talk, visually show them how to do it. Once the task has been completed put it away and direct the individual to 
something else. 

So lets get your creative juices flowing 

Task boxes can be made out of any box and materials that you have to hand like;

• Cardboard- boxes of all sizes with lids or without.
• Plastic – ice cream tubs, cups, bowls, yoghurt pots, baskets, pegs, ice cube makers
• Wood- Lolly pop sticks  and doweling 
• Velcro and laminating pouches are a must to support developing a task. 
• Items- pom poms, paper, wooden blocks , pegs, toys , buttons, straws, pipe cleaners , plastic discs. paper clips, beads, cored and plastic balls 

Let your imagination run wild…….



Simple Put In Task

How to make the task-
• Wooden blocks ( or a different item like buttons, beads, pom poms etc) are velcro onto the front of a container (any type wooden or plastic must 

have a lid)  and cup inserted into the centre (plastic or paper). 

How to complete the task-
To pull  off the wooden blocks one by one and place them into the cup, once all the wooden blocks have gone the task is finished.
Note- Don’t be tempted to place on more blocks or object, visually at the start you can clearly see what needs to be done and by adding more that 
doesn’t visually support the task. Remember if need be to visually support this a photo can be taken to remind the individual of what is expected 



Simple Put In Task

How to make the task-
• Pegs( or a different item paper clips) are clipped onto the front of a container (any type wooden or plastic doesn’t necessarily need a lid)  a hole is 

made in the centre , or if there is not lid pegs can just be placed into the box, it depends on how complicated you want to make the task

How to complete the task-
To remove the pegs one by one and place them into the centre, once all the pegs have gone the task is finished.
Note- This is a two way task – take the peg from inside the box and clip it onto the side of the box 
.



Simple Put In Task



Simple Put In Task



Requires great finger dexterity and hand coordination

How to make the task-
• Beads and blocks( or a different item card board shapes and rings) are slipped onto a piece of cord

How to complete the task-
To remove the items one by one and place them into the whole provided , once all the items have gone the task is finished.
Note- Instead of a hole the items can be place in a cup.
.



Requires great finger dexterity and hand coordination

Note- Task can be simplified by increasing the size of the hole or made more complex by introducing colour 
sorting i.e. colour the dowel in different colours and then colour around the corresponding hole



Requires great finger dexterity and hand coordination

Task – Unclip the paper from the peg , place the peg in the hole and paper through the slot.
Note- Again this task can be simplified by not having the slit or hole just an open space. Or reverse the task place all of the 
paper and pegs into a box and the individual has to clip the paper using the peg and place it into the cup, be mindful the 
cup would need to be at the right hand side of the box , everything to the right hand side is finished.



Requires great finger dexterity and hand coordination

Task 1 stack the cups
Task 2 unstack the cups

Can be 
reversed



Requires great finger dexterity and hand coordination

Task 1 stack the bricks
Task 2 unstack the bricks

Note – To make it more challenging,  take a photograph of a colour combination you would like them to stack, these 
photographs can support may different combination , 2 colours, 3 colour and dictate how many bricks.



It doesn’t always have to look pretty 

.



You can also work with numbers, letters, textures and 
colour if the individual has an understanding

.
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